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This year’s challenging business
environment is driving interest in
Internet-of-Things and Smart Places
technology. There are a lot of long-term
benefits to using these technologies as
business recovers and reassesses the
reality that we find ourselves in.
Focus is shifting away from innovation for
innovation’s sake, towards stabilization
and optimization – trimming costs,
improving operational data and insights,
and increasing operating capacity while
prioritizing employee and customer
health.
This blog post was created to help you
uncover where you can optimize your
operations using IoT solutions. We
then provide you with key questions
that you need to ask to make sure that
these solutions make sense for your
organization. Running proof-of-concept
projects in order to test specific business
cases for these applications has become
simple, so we can validate their value as
the world reopens.
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SMART BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
Smart Buildings is a term used for spaces that
integrate a mix of individual sensors, devices and
gateways – such as smart cameras, occupancy
and environment sensors, asset tags, wearables,
automated controls, and HVAC – networked into
automated solutions in a connected environment.

towards extending Smart Building connectivity with
external services, including metropolitan transport
systems, Smart Vehicles and personal sensors, leading
towards the concepts of Smart Cities. For example,
connecting sensors in waste disposal bins to the local
waste management service to enable just-in-time
collection, driving more efficient service utilization
and reducing costs.

commercial buildings. US Department of Energy
estimates from 2015 showed a high of 46% savings
using the best technology available at the time.
Simply installing occupancy sensors in hotel rooms
can provide 12-24% savings on HVAC and 16-22% on
lighting. Cloud-based analytics overlaying existing
“traditional” BAS can provide an additional 5-10% cost
savings.

Many new buildings are being designed with IoT
integration, while numerous options are available
to retrofit existing buildings. An emerging trend is

Generally speaking, sensors, controls and retrofit
Building Automation Systems (BAS) reduce energy
consumption by 20-30% for small and medium-size

Smart buildings integrate discrete use cases into
intersecting applications to provide added value in
terms of efficiency and safety.
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An integrated Smart Building solution also provides
added value in such areas as security, traffic
and occupancy analytics, emergency alerts and
pathfinding, with novel applications emerging when
use cases intersect. For example, energy-saving smart
lighting controls can be used for emergency lighting,
wayfinding and signage. Wearables and sensors used
to automate building services can be used for access
control, to provide occupancy/traffic analytics and
simplify headcounts during emergency evacuations,
and verify that specific spaces have been fully
evacuated.

HEALTHCARE IOT: AUTOMATING
HOSPITAL SERVICES
IoT in healthcare has spawned a secondary
definition for devices targeted at the industry – the
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). These devices
can autonomously monitor personal health data
such as temperature, blood pressure, pulse etc.,
with implantable ‘under the skin’ devices recently
coming into their own. Many healthcare providers
are now adopting video conferencing technology in
combination with data from IoMT devices to enable
social distancing between patient and provider.
While hospitals have similar use cases to Smart
Buildings, recent events have led to healthcare
executives and administrators having to balance
unprecedented constraints as they struggle to
increase productivity and keep staff from falling sick.
Meeting the need for patient-provider separation and
contactless solutions means leveraging advanced
technologies such as autonomous robotics, remote
data collection, and computer vision. Hospitals need
robots to bring patients food and medicine, monitor
their diagnostics, and disinfect hospital wards.

Solutions more often seen in the world of Industrial
IoT can optimize healthcare operations. Predictive
maintenance sensors and software can prevent
shortages/outages of functional equipment,
reduce operating costs, and automate ordering
of consumables and spare parts. Using low-power
Bluetooth sensors for asset tracking can save time in
locating equipment and consumables in hospitals,
as well as provide data throughout the supply chain,
alerting vendors and administrators to bottlenecks,
shortages, and delays.

INDUSTRIAL IOT SOLUTIONS: ADDED VALUE
DURING DISRUPTIONS
As mentioned above, a major application of IIoT is
predictive maintenance solutions that use sensors and
machine learning to remotely monitor equipment.
For example, Luxoft worked with Vantage Power
to develop a telemetry platform for electric buses
that provides a real-time overview of each vehicle’s
powertrain components, including batteries, control
systems, engines, motors, and electric generators.
This solution streamlined aftermarket support and
reduced operating costs by 80%.
Watch the Solution Video
This use case has a wide range of applications,
from manufacturing to logistics to urban transport.
Industrial IoT companies also offer solutions for asset
tracking and supply chain management. Low-cost,
low-power sensors can efficiently track inventory
and cargo. This has application both to goods at
port and to mobile equipment and consumables in
manufacturing, warehouse, and retail settings.

GEOFENCING, WEARABLES AND SENSORS:
REAL SOLUTIONS FOR CONTACT TRACING
AND INFECTION CONTROL
As large employers restore operations, coronavirusspecific data collection and risk management come
to the fore. Managing shift changeovers, maintaining
social distance and occupancy limits, and contact
tracing in case of infection can all be simplified using
wearables, particularly ones that gather information
on other wearables they come in close contact with.
This can take place without location-tracking or
gathering personal data, ensuring employee safety
without compromising privacy.

Image 1. Smart Building — Increasing Integration of Use Cases
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THERMAL CAMERAS
А consistent trend in IoT-based coronavirus response
has been in using cloud-connected thermal cameras
to identify individuals with raised temperatures.
Though they cannot prevent the spread of COVID-19
per se, these systems can provide employees and
customers affirmation that a company is mitigating
risks related to the spread of illness, as well as
early indication that they should get tested or selfquarantine.

SMARTER = BETTER?
Your specific IoT solution depends on your business
case. Despite its cachet, IoT isn’t magic – it’s simply
a pathway to data insights and automation. The first
thing to ask is whether it applies to your industry –
what kinds of insights IoT can provide and what you
can do with them. If that can provide measurable
benefits – for example, by letting you know when to
proactively service expensive equipment, by shutting
down building utilities in unoccupied spaces, or by
tangibly improving employee health and safety, then it
makes sense to start calculating ROI.
In order to evaluate the potential ROI from an IoT
project, use the identified benefits and outline three
scenarios – ideal, compromised and minimal, each
representing different levels of cost savings resulting
from the data, optimization, or automation.
For example, assume that an IoT system can identify
inefficiencies 10% faster, saving the company X
dollars in each instance. In the ideal scenario, the
system would catch 95% of the inefficiencies, in the
compromised scenario it would catch 90%, and in
the minimal one it could catch 50%. This provides a
range of the possible ROIs, creating a baseline for
conversations about justifying the investment and
calculating impact on operations.

Assuming the concept has already been proven – true
for Smart Buildings, predictive maintenance, and a
host of other IoT use cases, less so for more novel
ones – a pilot project would then be the way to move
forward.
Luxoft recommends inexpensive piloting using out-ofthe-box kits that easily integrate with SaaS platforms
to allow quick setup and intuitive management.
Depending on your use case, a kit needs to allow
teams to gather temperature, occupancy and activity
data, include action buttons to trigger configurable
alerts and automations, or provide easy-to-configure
wearables and beacons. For example, Rigado’s
recently released Presto Kit enables same-day on-site
piloting of Smart Building concepts by creating a realtime data pipeline right out of the box.

CONCLUSION
The need to reassess IoT and data analytics programs
is increasing as demand for better operational
data and insights increases. In the same way that
a successful IoT system can produce insights to
improve operations, intermediate steps, like pilot IoT
projects, can provide the data needed to construct the
optimal IoT solution for your specific business needs.
Successful IoT implementations depend on the handson expertise of a trusted technology partner. You can
validate your ideas by speaking with an expert from
our global IoT practice.

THE “NEW
NORMAL”:
TECHNOLOGY &
TRAVEL HABITS IN
A POST-COVID-19
WORLD

A critical reminder is that, as billions of connected
devices proliferate across industries, there’s an evergreater need for IoT security solutions that mitigate
the inherent risk of sensors, gateways, networks and
personal information. When deploying systems that
connect people and operational technology, we
advise that attention be paid to security and privacy
standards.
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for data-driven technology, technical innovation, information architecture and strategic
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to relevant guidelines for the country in question.
Such systems can also advise on critical areas
requiring more frequent cleaning.

No one saw it coming. No one knows when it will end. No one knows when, or if, we’ll
get back to “normal” as we once knew it. The fact of the matter is that the “new normal”
may be here to stay – at least for the foreseeable future. Our world has been turned
upside down, and nearly everyone has been affected by COVID-19 and yet, at the same
time, it has been fascinating to see people adapting and shifting so quickly in their daily
lives, professionally and personally.
Image 2. Digital Twin solutions
The travel and transportation sector has undoubtedly
been hard hit — 99% of aircraft were grounded
globally, with only a fraction still flying worldwide, and
the dream of jet-setting to Europe or Asia seemed far
away.
At the time of writing this article, airlines as well as
airports are starting to ease restrictions and ramp
up operations slowly and carefully, but the question
remains: what will travel look like in this “new normal”?
I’ll focus on a couple of IoT technology discussions and
on what airline travelers might expect in the short to
medium term.

various measures to reassure passengers of their
safety. Many require the use of masks on board, and
enforce stringent and thorough cleaning regimes
in between flights. For example, United Airlines,
working in collaboration with other organizations,
recently announced a new standard for cleanliness
and healthy flying called United CleanPlus. The
introduction of relevant IoT environmental sensors
and displays onboard to reassure passengers about
steps being taken by the airline to ensure their safety
are the next step in restoring passenger confidence.

ON BOARD
How do we maintain social distancing in airport
terminals or on a plane? Can airliners really afford
to remove middle seats to ensure safe distancing?
Reducing seating capacity by a third is probably not
the ideal model for solvency.
However, airlines are fully aware of their customers’
perception of being stuck in tight quarters with
other passengers, and have started to introduce

Image 1. Passenger Density Managemen

INSIDE THE TERMINAL
Various technology providers are attempting to
make passengers feel safer in airports through the
latest tech solutions. These technologies promise
to provide both real-time and predictive insights to
airports about passenger movements, through a
combination of movement monitoring and machine
learning. There are “virtual queuing” and “Passenger
Density Management” tools to help airports adapt
as restrictions start to ease. With queueing being
commonplace throughout the airport experience,
it’s a considerable pain point when it comes to social
distancing. Virtual queuing provides pre-booked time
slots for various checkpoints throughout airports,
meaning that passengers won’t have to come close
together in long queues. Slots are updated in realtime and take into consideration wait times, changes
to incoming passenger numbers due to delays and
processing capacity in areas throughout the airport.
Passenger Density Management solution aims to
manage crowds in spaces such as check-in and
security, but it also monitors areas around departure
gates, shops and restaurants. Information from the
monitors is gathered in real-time to constantly assess
risk throughout the airport. Live heat maps and
dashboards for management can trigger customized
alarms and automatic responses that can be tailored

Time will tell how well such solutions may really
provide impactful results and drive passenger
confidence. Other solutions that are also now being
deployed include the use of thermal screening
cameras, enforcing staff and passenger compliance
with wearing masks through intelligent camera vision
systems and data analytics, and engineering better
solutions to passenger flow.
Furthermore, we are seeing significant increases in
Digital Twin solutions for airports, which combine
the IoT solutions mentioned above into a singlescreen, live dashboard that reflects real-time airport
operations and highlights areas of immediate concern
through relevant alerts.
Some governments have already launched COVID-19
mobile contact tracing applications – how will this
feed into the picture when it comes to airline safety?
In addition, a few airports and airlines, such as
Emirates, are trialling rapid COVID-19 tests. Emirates
claims to have developed a 10-minute rapid test for
passengers to take before boarding. Although the
speed and accuracy of testing for COVID-19 will likely
improve over time, it’s unclear how effective the
acceptance of such results will be across the globe.
Imagine being tested as you leave the UAE – would
U.S. immigration officers allow you in on the basis of a
negative test from the UAE?
There is an ongoing debate on how to make travel
from one point to another safe and seamless. How
we navigate this process in the near future might not
be perfect yet, but testing, masks and virtual tools will
help us try to navigate this new normal and get people
back on track to their next destination.
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DIGITAL
TWINS:
PAST, PRESENT
AND FUTURE
Digital Twins entered the scene “with a bang”, so to speak, during the infamous
Apollo 13 incident of 1970. When the fate of three astronauts was hanging by a
thread in the cold abyss of outer space, it was the magic of Digital Twins that helped
find a narrow path to survival through uncharted mission territory, leading to
victorious splashdown. And now, half a century later, Digital Twins remains the most
promising of all emerging technologies and holds the key to an exciting new era of
Human Civilization.

10

In this article we will start by understanding the meaning of the term “Digital Twins”,
followed by a canonical example from Smart Spaces domain. We will also look at its
storied history and see why Digital Twins generate so much interest today. Finally, we
will touch upon the amazing benefits of Digital Twins that await us in near future, and
discuss how we technology professionals can help usher in that bright future enabled
by Digital Twins, along with its exponential technology brethren such as AI, IoT, and
Robotics, among others.
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WHAT IS DIGITAL TWIN?
Lest the fate of ancient Babylonians befall us, we
should make sure we speak the same language when
discussing Digital Twins. Here is my favorite definition
of Digital Twins that I think succinctly captures the
essence of Digital Twins:

DIGITAL TWINS
– LIVE REPLICAS
SYSTEMS.

PEOPLE,

PROCESSES,

OF ANY PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS,

THEY TRACK
THE PAST &
PREDICT
THE FUTURE.

There are several important ideas in this short
definition, so let’s unpack it a bit:
• A
 bstract entities. Digital Twins are not constrained
to the realm of physical objects; they can also
represent increasingly high-level concepts
like systems or processes. For example, one
upcoming trend of 2020 is Digital Twin of
Government, and another recent example is
Digital Twin of contagion spread.
• Live Replicas. Digital Twin is not just a static model
like a building blueprint, or a 3D model of some
machinery. It reflects current state of the entity
based on real-time telemetry supplied by Internet
of Things sensors.

12

• Predictive capabilities. More than just a simple
indicator of current state, Digital Twin not
only reflects the current “live” state but also
encapsulates such deep understanding of the
entity that it can even predict the future state
based on current data. This predictive insight
capability is a signature trait of Digital Twins that
sets them apart from earlier generations of
online monitoring technologies. While equationbased simulations (such as multi-physics or
chemistry, for example) have been successfully
used for decades to predict behavior of realworld systems, modern Digital Twins add AI and
ML to its predictive toolset in order to achieve
the level of intelligent insights that would not be
possible using traditional simulations methods
alone. Going forward, AI/ML will be taking on
increasingly dominant role in lighting up new
capabilities of Digital Twins. At the same time,
integration between Data Science and Natural
Science models will continue to deepen; this will
act as a powerful catalyst of scientific progress on
both sides of this collaboration.

for example. Next, we step up to a Digital Twin of the
whole building, where important safety and security
aspects may be governed. And then here is a dynamic
aspect of the Digital Twins: elevators that can travel
between different floors of the building, and people
who can move between different rooms or shared
desks. The intelligence built into Digital Twin will have
predictive capabilities to foresee the elevator usage
and demand for rooms based on time of day and day
of the week.
This example shows that a Digital Twin is designed
to achieve specific business objectives such as
maximizing space utilization in a co-working space
while ensuring customer satisfaction through
accurate capacity prediction (so that customers don’t
have to arrive to a fully booked space). Furthermore,
the same real-world entity will have different Digital
Twins given different business objectives.

HISTORY OF DIGITAL TWINS
The first usage of the term “Digital Twin” traces back
to NASA’s 2010 report on modelling and simulation.
(https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/501321main_TA11-MSITPDRAFT-Nov2010-A1.pdf)
The concept described in the report was created to
address the need for ultra-realistic simulation of space
vehicles during design, testing and operations. It’s only
natural that NASA would come up with Digital Twins —
their usage of twinning techniques began in the end
of 1950s, during the Mercury Program. Back then the
simulations were performed on analog computers,
which were upgraded to digital mainframes in the
early 1960s. The photo below shows Apollo Mission
Simulators from the end of the 1960s, and by that time
there were 15 simulators all together, supported by 8
mainframe computers.

To summarize, the above definition helped us establish
a 3-sided relationship between Digital Twins, IoT and
AI/ML: Digital Twin incorporates AI for intelligent
insights, and IoT provides the massive data streams that
feed the data-hungry AI. In turn, AI provides IoT with
the smarts required to operate in the real world, where
the stakes are higher due to physical impact on people
and property. Let’s remember this relationship – we
will see its implications later.

CANONICAL EXAMPLE OF DIGITAL TWINS
One of the classic examples of Digital Twins is a Smart
Building scenario. Let’s imagine a conference room
with multiple IoT devices in it: occupancy sensor, door
enter/exit, smart thermostat, smart furniture detecting
if chairs are occupied, conferencing camera that can
count occupants, etc. Having this rich set of telemetry
data is very valuable, but in the end of the day we may
be interested in answering a simple question: “Is this
room occupied?”. Therefore we can create a Digital
Twin of the conference room, that takes telemetry
from all the devices in the room and can represent the
room in terms of higher level abstractions from the
Smart Building domain. But we also have the ability to
dive deep into the full-detail data when needed.
Then we can take the next step in the hierarchy and
combine all rooms on the same floor into a Digital Twin
of the floor to manage the HVAC system on this floor,
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In addition to the state-of-the-art simulation
capabilities, NASA received an extensive set of realtime telemetry from the Apollo spacecraft.
Together, high-fidelity simulations combined with
a “live replica” aspect driven by real-time telemetry
allow us to call the NASA scenario a true Digital Twin
without much exaggeration.

DIGITAL TWINS TODAY
Coming back to modern times, the rising popularity of
Digital Twins in its contemporary meaning coincided
with the peak of IoT and AI hype cycle circa 2015.
Notice both “Internet of Things” and “Machine
Learning” near the top of the chart in the above Hype
Cycle of 2015. The very next year, in 2016 (see chart on
the next page), Digital Twins entered the Hype Cycle
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chart and by 2018 it reached the top.
The close affinity between IoT and Digital Twins is no
coincidence though – as we discovered earlier, IoT
is what makes the Digital Twin come to life with the
real-time telemetry being streamed from devices. It’s
the IoT that brings the physical entity and its Digital
Twins on the same page and helps them work in unity
towards achieving the stated business objectives of the
given scenario.

WHAT WILL YOU BUILD WITH DIGITAL
TWINS?
Digital Twins have already demonstrated their lifechanging superpowers in the past, and the Apollo 13
astronauts have lived to tell the tale. Now imagine
how many more lives can Digital Twins change for

the better using powerful modern-day technologies,
such as AI with its Deep Learning magic, Cloud with its
limitless computing power, and IoT that will soon have
physical reach to every person in the world. Human
civilization needs the help of powerful technologies
like Digital Twins in solving many of our big challenges:
devastating diseases and climate change, food and
shelter shortage, health care and elderly care, poverty
and inequality, etc.
This is our opportunity as technology professionals to
put the amazing benefits of Digital Twins into the hands
of individual users and large companies alike. It’s not
hard to get started with Digital Twins, and there are
many paths you can take to get there: start from your
Cloud experience, or bring your Data Science expertise
to the table, or perhaps you are a domain expert who is
trying to implement Digital Twins in a vertical scenario.

It will require the joint efforts of multi-disciplinary
teams because modern exponential technology
solutions thrive in collaborative environments. The
surge of renewed interest in Digital Twins that started
last year, will only continue accelerating into the
years ahead. The first examples of modern Digital
Twins implementations have already released, and we
can expect to see more just around the bend. Some
technology vendors already have Digital Twins in their
portfolio, for example Azure: https://azure.microsoft.
com/en-us/services/digital-twins/
The current generation of Azure Digital Twins service
supports rich domain models, like in the architecture
diagram above. Also be on the lookout for the
imminent release of the next generation of Azure
Digital Twins service, as announced at the recent
Microsoft Build 2020 event.
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In conclusion, now is the time for us solution builders to get ready to help our customers be successful with their
Digital Twins initiatives. What will YOU build with Digital Twins to change lives for the better?
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technology, combined with a research background in an academic and commercial
environment. Having worked at both major Cloud providers, Andre holds Architect
certification in both Azure and AWS. Most recently, he helped develop the newest
Microsoft exam for AZ-220 Azure IoT Developer Specialty certification.
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CASE STUDY:

LAMBDA
ARCHITECTURE
IMPLEMENTATION
FOR THE OIL & GAS
INDUSTRY
In 2009, the U.S. Department of Energy estimated that by 2025, the domestic demand
as related to domestic consumption will cause a gap in gas delivery that will increase
the use of unconventional gas resources such as shale gas. Although the demand from
domestic consumption has decreased, there is an increasing consumption demand
driven by the industrial and electric power sectors. As a result, unconventional gas has
become one of the main resources for gas production in the U.S., and it is expected to
more than double the rate of natural gas production. At the moment, across the U.S.,
shale gas formations represent one of the main reservoirs for unconventional gas due
to the fact that these formations consist of permeable rocks containing oil & gas.

Since the 1800s, hydraulic fracturing has played a key
role in the affordability and extraction of gas from
shales. This process involves the injection of a fluid into
a well bore in a to a targeted formation to fracture the
rock to create additional permeability to allow the gas
to move to the well bore. Over the years, this practice
has changed and matured into a complex process
that requires sophisticated engineering processes.
Operators and third parties continuously monitor
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these processes to evaluate events, minimize side
effects, and power safety control systems.. Therefore,
real-time monitoring of diverse variables — well-head
and down-hole pressure, pumping rates, density of
fracturing fluid slurry, volumes of additives, volumes
of water, proper equipment function — serves as a
valuable data source for problem identification.

monitoring and automation – wanted to adopt innovative
solutions that would provide end users with a competitive
advantage over process control and monitoring of hydraulic
fracturing. Besides monitoring, our client wanted their
end-customer to have the ability to receive alerts and
notifications for events disrupting the hydraulic process.
These features had to be part of a low-cost solution that
would be easy to deploy, implement, customize and scale.
In this scenario, real-time data collection and analysis
application was the cornerstone for process monitoring,
yet the objective of our client was to provide their end
client with an intelligent solution that would allow the
implementation of actions. Additionally, there were some
issues around the management of monitoring processes.
In a nutshell, massive amounts of data needed to be
collected from sources, streamed and then transformed in
a way that analysis could be performed and then be made
available to the appropriate stakeholders – in near realtime. In other words, our client wanted to be able to ask any
arbitrary question to an arbitrary dataset and receive an
answer in a timely manner.

Our client – one of the leading companies for oil field
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Want to Scale Agile
in Your B
 usiness?
SOLUTION
One way to reduce the complexity in real time
monitoring systems is to constrain incremental
computations into small portions or architecture.
Lambda architecture aims to solve the former
problem within a scenario where massive
amounts of data are received constantly
and insights are generated in real-time. By
implementing lambda architecture as a solution,
we were able to provide our client the ability to
process massive data sets through the use of

Become a SAFe® 5 Agilist a
 nd
Empower Your Enterprise to
Succeed

batch-processing and stream-processing and then deliver
data insights in near real-time. By pairing our solution
with an edge environment, we were able to offload parts
of our IoT workload into the devices and our secure data
to devices that operate offline intermittently. The solution
also provided the client with the ability to apply intelligence
and actions to events and anomalies detected. Finally,
we implemented lambda architecture as a Platform as a
Service (PAAS) solution to provide our client with the ability
to have greater control over all the resources involved in
the solution and the ability to adapt to the larger scale need
of its end-users.

Learn how to lead a Lean-Agile enterprise with the
Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe®) in this two-day
training. With principles derived from Lean, systems
thinking, Agile development, product development
flow and DevOps, you’ll be developing a skill set that’s
in demand worldwide.

By providing our client an implementation of the lambda
architecture within a PAAS solution, we enabled our client to
provide a cutting-edge technology solution that can adapt to
large scale need and the ability to customize the solution to
their end client needs. The provided solution was able to ingest
massive amounts of data and provide actions in response to data
insights. In the end, these insights determine ways to improve
the hydraulic fracturing process, ultimately helping customers
maintain a competitive edge.

AUTHOR
KAREN FLORES
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Karen graduated as a physicist and computer engineer. At the moment, she is working as
an Azure developer at Luxoft Guadalajara. She has collaborated in different projects that
range from desktop, cloud and big data applications. Her core experience is around .Net
technologies, Azure and, recently, data management.
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CREATING A BUSINESS
CASE IN THE

IOT
WORLD

hardware or software would need to be replaced
or updated. Thus, a business case would need to
provide a return on investment pretty fast. However,
with the introduction of cloud technologies and the
rapid shifting landscape of software vendors, more
functionality is being offered by main cloud providers,
the lifespan is becoming shorter and implementation
costs are decreasing.

This is great for IT solutions that deal with standard
business functions. When we talk about the Internet
of Things, however, the business case expands and
changes as it interacts with things and people in new
and different ways. It’s important to understand the
fabric of the IOT project to estimate longevity for some
of the components. For example, if you are using IOT
sensors to measure something about an individual,
then the IOT sensors may have a very short lifespan of
a few months or even a few years. However, if you are
building an IOT sensor into a construction project such
as a factory, building, oil rig, etc., then the sensor may
have a lifespan of several years.
Just as with the construction of anything, laying a
firm foundation is essential to a project that aims to
deliver an outcome – here, this is the business case.
However, it is imperative not to over-engineer it investment in the business case should be a fraction
of the cost of the resulting project.

INDUSTRY

THE COMPONENTS OF A BUSINESS CASE

WHAT IS A BUSINESS CASE?

Clients who have mature business processes with
a history of projects to manage change will have a
defined process and set of templates for the process.
Use them. If they aren’t available, here are some
guidelines:

Very simply, a business case justifies the decision to
do things differently than you have before; however,
making it happen requires investment or approval. A
business case proves to relevant stakeholders (those
with power over the budget) that the proposed change
will pay for itself over time, eventually saving money.
Evaluate whether or not the potential results justify
the work of creating a business case. Many consulting
firms specialize in creating business cases that never
actually achieve anything, and I’ve seen the reverse
- people leaping into a project on a whim and then
not achieving an outcome that meets the needs of a
business. Both scenarios damage credibility and trust.

IOT AND BUSINESS CASES
Traditionally, an IT solution would have a lifespan
of 3 to 5 years, roughly the amount of time before
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DEFINE THE PROBLEM
Holistically examine the problem from different
viewpoints. Think about who is impacted by the
problem, either directly or indirectly, at different levels
within the organization and run a series of meetings
or workshops to gain better insight.

or agile approach to solution delivery. At this stage
identify boundaries around the work which are
unlikely to change.
Requirements can be grouped as follows:
• Business requirements and desired outcomes

The business case makes the case
for solving the identified problem.
If the problem is addressed, will the
company be able to achieve similar
results at less cost? More efficiently?
More safely and with less risk to
people or the business? Will service
delivery to clients improve and
therefore provide the company with
a competitive edge?
If the answer to any of the questions above is a firm
“yes,” then it’s worth creating a business case. If the
answer isn’t clear, investigate further. Sometimes
what is already being done is the best solution and
there is no need for change.
If the business case is justified, the next stage is to
document requirements through workshops and
meetings. Identify high level requirements at this
stage, especially for complex problems. Some
organizations want very detailed documented
requirements before starting work, but generally that
detail comes at later stages using either a waterfall

• T echnical requirements & constraints- this could
refer to adopted technologies or constraints
regarding available technologies
• Regulatory requirements relevant to the industry
• N
 on-functional requirements - hours of
operation, volumetric information, performance,
security, etc.

VALIDATE THE BENEFITS
If the business benefit can’t be validated in monetary
terms, even if you get a pilot project going, it’s unlikely
to ever go to scale. Many projects start and then fail
because of hidden costs and because implementation
takes longer than expected. This stage thoroughly
investigates challenges associated with execution
from the business perspective. At this stage, a specific
solution hasn’t been identified, technology isn’t a
constraining factor, and costs aren’t taken into account.
Focus is on big problems (see the matrix below):
This analysis should be done for each big problem. If
everything can be resolved to the ideal state, there is
the business value. This process can help prioritize and
see where compromise is possible. In the example

Current State

Ideal

Compromised

Minimal

20 hospital beds have been stolen in
the past six months ($10k per bed).
Annual loss ~ $400k.

No beds are stolen;
save $400K per year

We lose two beds/
year and save $380k/
year

We lose 5 beds/year
and save $350k

Heart Monitoring Equipment keeps
being misplaced. Nurses spend an
estimated 10 hrs/wk in searching for
the monitors. At an average salary
of $20/hr, that’s an estimated $10.4K
loss per year.

Machines never
mislaid - save $10.4K
in efficiency/yr

Reduce search time
to 1 hr/week, saving
$9.36K/yr

Halve the time spent
finding monitors,
saving $5.2K/yr

below the most value comes from reducing the loss of
beds and becomes the primary business case.
The final step of this stage is to outline the highlevel requirements, i.e., what is and isn’t included
in the scope, in order to define a common set of
requirements to evaluate potential solutions. One
popular method is MoSCoW prioritization, which
helps key stakeholders understand the significance
of initiatives. The acronym MoSCoW stands for four
categories of initiatives: must-haves, should-haves,
could-haves, and will not have at this time.
Before running a MoSCoW analysis, key stakeholders
and the analysis team must agree on objectives
and prioritization factors and on which initiatives to
prioritize. Prioritization should relate back to the
business value previously highlighted. Then initiatives
are slotted into each category:
Must-haves
Anything in the “must-have” category is considered
mandatory for the team to consider. When uncertain
if something belongs in this category, ask these
questions:
• What happens if we release without this?
• Is there a workaround or a simpler way?
• W
 ill the solution work without this initiative? If it
won’t, it is most likely a “must-have.”
Should-haves
Should-have initiatives are important to the solution,
but not vital. If left out, the solution will still be viable.
However, if included, they add significant value.
Could-haves
These are “nice-to-haves.” They aren’t necessary and
compared with “should-haves” they have a much
smaller impact on the outcome when left out.
Will not have (at this time)
Sometimes this category is referred to as “out of
scope.” It helps clarify what won’t be included and
helps prevent scope creep.

IDENTIFY POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Cast a wide net and select a range of options that
meet the specified requirements. Then, use the
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requirements to narrow down to a short list of three to
five options for more detailed analysis. More than five
takes up too much time to analyze, and less than three
probably indicates an inherent bias towards a solution.
Try to be as objective as possible.
A number of techniques exist to whittle down the
list. The main one is to use the requirements you
have gathered, and, based on public information (or
via a request for information), find out if the options
(or suppliers) chosen can meet the requirement
and ballpark costs. Also account for 1) the ease of
obtaining resources to deliver the option, 2) what
kind of maintenance support will be required after
the option is delivered and 3) the ease or difficulty in
adopting the solution when business needs change.
Choosing the best technical solution when it’s hard to
deliver or maintain has caused many projects to fail
in the pilot stage. Picking an option that doesn’t allow
for flexibility and change to adapt to evolving business
needs is another landmine to avoid.
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Without a short list, solutions should be ranked, but
before doing the ranking, set up criteria or a scoring
mechanism that can help prioritize the best solution.
Some helpful methodologies here:

Take Your Skills to the
Next Level

• B
 reaking the solution into a range of quantifiable
areas

IT&C Training from Industry Experts

• Provide a score of 1-10 for each area
• Base points on what is most important

•
•
•
•

• Weight specific criteria
Regardless of approach, after the numbers are tallied,
the best solution should be evident. Document this
process in the business case.

Programming
Software Architecture
Software Testing
Business Analysis

300+
Training Programs

DEFINE EXECUTION STRATEGY
With a clear frontrunner, the next step is to move from
a business case to delivering the desired outcome.
Many projects go from business case to proof of
concept and then stall. Some get as far as a pilot
and then stall. Some don’t deliver capability until
the full solution goes live and others take a more
agile approach and bring in basic capability and then
build on it. The biggest error I’ve seen in this stage is
treating the project as an IT project and not focusing
on the user needs and the business benefit outcomes
of those involved. If stakeholders aren’t engaged
in the execution, you will lose their interest to other
things pressing on their time. The strategy will need to
be tailored around the stakeholders, the complexity
of the project and the outcome you are trying to
achieve. There is no one approach.

250+
Instructors

•
•
•
•

Agile Methodologies
IT Project Management
DevOps and Administration
Big Data and Machine learning

13 Years’
Experience

800+
Corporate Customers

Courses available in open format, corporate groups and virtual classrooms.
Our Certifications

Check out the full catalog
and course timetable at
luxoft-training.com

AUTHOR

Peter has over 30 years experience in business technology solutions. He specialises in
pre-sales, enterprise architecture, project and programme management and enjoys
being part of, as well as leading, a successful and productive team. He has proven his
capability in adapting to different challenges and is experienced in providing complex
business and technical solutions and leading major business transformations across a
range of sectors. Peter has worked on many $250M+ programmes, often brought into
programmes to review and address issues that can hamper complex transformational
programmes.
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FIND YOUR WAY

TEMI
ROBOT
The Smart
Helper

Drive / photo / video cameras

The temi Robot is a new low-cost option
that can be used in the home, office,
shop or mall. It can provide services in
teleconferencing, patrolling, monitoring,
and welcoming new or returning visitors,
among other functions. There are many
use-cases in which it can help when
humans are not around or busy, such as:

Action button
Microphone
array

LED indicator
Volume
touch buttons

THE TEMI DOES HAVE LIMITATIONS:
3D Depth
Camera

Face
tracking
camera

Speakers
(2 tweeters,
2 midrange)

• Do not leave pets unattended around temi.
• B
 efore using temi’s autonomous navigation mode
(follow, go-to, patroller telepresence), the floor
should be clear of small objects.

Once instructed, temi will follow a human around,
keeping a socially safe distance of between 1.2 meters
to 2.5 meters. If the human is outside this distance
range, temi will stay there until the human is within
this range. The human must be facing temi, which
might take a little getting used to. The temi cannot go
down or up stairs. It can go up slopes, however, but to
what degree is uncertain.

• H
 ot drinks, liquids in open containers, or
flammable or fragile objects should never be
placed on temi’s tray.
• W
 hen temi is moving, persons and animals
should be at a safe distance of at least 25 cm at
all times.

SAVE LOCATIONS
Using the Follow command, the temi Robot can follow
and then name and save locations. Once a location
has been named and recorded, the temi can be told to
go there, either via voice command or the app and it
will remember.

• W
 hen your temi is running, do not place your
fingers, hair, or other appendages on or near
moving parts such as temi’s neck, LIDAR, or its
wheels.
• C
 hildren under the age of 13 must not use
or interact in any way with temi without adult
supervision at all times.

FOLLOW

What is the temi robot, and how
might it help enhance our smart
spaces? In this article, we will
take an in-depth look and explore
these questions. One note
before we proceed: most of the
observations here are gathered
from the user documents and SDK
and don’t necessarily work with
the robot. The Global IoT Practice
has budgeted for the acquisition
of five robots for development,
training and demonstration
purposes at Innovations Centers
in the UK and the USA.

temi will map out different routes to named locations
using LiDAR. However, it can get lost if something is
placed into its path after it has worked out a route. It
will try to recover, but sometimes it will need help to
get back to home base to reset its route.

3D Safety
Depth
camera
Sub
woofer
LIDAR
Sensor

• t emi should be kept away from steep drops such
as stairs, ledges and slopes. Also, avoid running
temi over wires, thresholds and shaggy rugs as
they may harm the robot’s wheels or motor.
• D
 irect light or lasers may damage the
performance of the sensors.

OPERATE VIA REMOTE CONTROL
• D
 o not manually move temi while it is in
autonomous navigation mode (follow, go-to,
patrol or telepresence).

The user can control the temi via an app, including
instructing temi where to go. If an obstacle is in temi’s
path, the user will get a warning.

• temi should not be operated in the dark.

WELCOME
When a person is detected in the line of sight, temi will
greet them.
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Range
Sensors

Image 1. Temi Robot
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SMART HELPER FEATURES

Welcome
Using the onboard line of sight detection, temi will
start up and try to interact with any people it detects.
The screen could also display helpful information. It
should have an option to tell the temi to go to sleep
for a couple of hours in case we are visited by people
who may not enjoy the robot’s presence, and only
reawaken after a physical button is pressed on the
device – the remote control would not be operational
while the robot is asleep.
Meeting Room Organization
Temi has built in Alexa integration, which means
it’s ideal for home use. This can be enhanced with
Alexa for Business, which will allow integration with
corporate meeting rooms.
Employee Detection
With access to the employee database, temi could
learn employees’ names and greet them personally.
The robot could also escort them to a meeting room
if they are looking for one, and using sensors in the
room, temi could tell users which rooms are currently
in use.
Show Marketing for Meeting
Temi could display related marketing information
or ask attendees if they would like background
information related to the meeting.
Energy Savings
In patrol mode, temi could visit all its known locations
and make sure to switch lights and other displays on or
off, as needed.
Object Detection
During its patrol, temi could check and report if new
objects turned up or previously known objects are no
longer where they should be. This may be something
as simple as fire extinguishers not being in their
proper locations.
Remote Control
Receptionists could tell temi to check on meeting
rooms and ask attendees if anything is needed. There
are some security issues to be addressed with this
feature.
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CONCLUSION
The Smart Helper features are
an opportunity for Luxoft Digital
Engineering to be exposed to
temi, AWS Alexa services and IoT
services. The temi robot SDK is
built on Android development
path. The temi robot is a very
versatile device. The top system
can be programmed by any
Android developer, but the bottom
system seems to be locked down.
This has to be confirmed, but
the initial goal is to get these to
work in the DXC London and New
Orleans Innovation Centers.
Temi, aka the “Smart Helper,”
is a way to jumpstart our
conversations on the roles that IoT,
robots, assistants and sensors will
play in Smart Spaces.

Programming
with Java 8.
Advanced
Freshen up your software
development skills

AUTHOR

We’ve designed our training to help you understand
the features of Java 8. You’ll learn to work with lambda
expressions, data streams, stream data processing with
map-filter-reduce approach, asynchronous programming,
DateTime API and more.

RICHARD CLARKE

Richard has 30 plus years
of experience in business
technology solutions. During
this time he worked on or has
taken the lead in business
problem analysis, enterprise
architecture, technical
architecture/development, infrastructure architecture/
installation, embedded devices development and web/
desktop architecture and development. He provides
technical expertise for the team when they engage in
pre-sales support.
He enjoys getting his hands on new embedded devices
and working out how they can benefit clients.

Find out more at
https://www.luxoft-training.com/
it-course/java-8/
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The following features are theoretical only, as we have
yet to work with the SDK for temi at this time, and they
do not, of course, encompass all possible features:
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SEVEN BIG
PREDICTIONS

FOR THE INDUSTRIAL
INTERNET OF THINGS
(IIOT) IN AEROSPACE
AND DEFENSE
According to Statistica, there are currently more than 20 billion IoT devices in operation.
Within a few years, that will rise to over 50 billion.
Many IoT devices are found in the industrial sector, creating what is known as the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The IIoT encompasses sensor data, machine learning,
big data technology and automation technologies.

Here are seven important predictions for IIoT based
on recent research and thought leadership specific to
the aerospace and defence industry (note, this is preCOVID-19 data).
1. Most Businesses Are Ready for the IIoT
In a survey of manufacturing, aerospace and
enterprise executives by Mindbowser, 64% surveyed
said they are either engaged in or planning an IoT
project this year. This demonstrates that the IIoT is
moving out of the early adopter phase and is entering
the mainstream. It’s no longer only startups or smaller
companies hoping to leverage the latest and greatest
to sneak ahead of market incumbents.
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Major industrial, manufacturing and consumer
players such as Coca-Cola, Whirlpool, Kimberly-Clark
and Black & Decker are already harnessing the IIoT
as part of their digital transformation. According to
LNS Research, those who have not yet started on this
journey could be playing catch up for some time to
come.
2.Airlines Will Invest in IIoT
A SITA air transport study found that 67% of
airlines have plans to invest in the Industrial IoT. One
of the drivers is passenger demands for seamless
in-flight connectivity. With 50 billion+ IoT devices
expected to be in circulation by 2022, airlines want to

be able to allow passengers to connect to their tablets,
smart phones, Fitbits and other devices in the air.
Further areas of airline IIoT investment will be:
beacons/sensors to provide proximity-based
notifications, wayfinding and retail offers; onboard
operational services such as fuel/engine monitoring,
managing the aircraft environment or managing
equipment condition/levels of consumables; and
passenger services such as robotic baggage porters,
customer service robots and smart baggage tagging.
3.IIoT is Already a Huge Market
Allied Market Research reported the global IoT market
in the A&D market to be valued at over $19 billion in
2016. By 2023, it will more than double. The largest
portion of revenue is in North America for IoT in A&D
market.
Hardware contributes the bulk of revenue in IIoT
for A&D. Assisted by the steadily decreasing cost of
powerful IoT sensors and controllers, the hardware

segment is expected to grow at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 72.9% from 2017 to 2023. IIoT
software is also showing strong growth. By leveraging
IIoT enabled apps, industry can implement more
efficient preventive maintenance.
4.Manufacturing and Aerospace among Main
Beneficiaries of IIoT
Manufacturing topped the list of industries expected
to be among the major beneficiaries of Industrial
IoT, according to Mindbowser. Aerospace also placed
highly in the survey, along with automotive, oil & gas,
petrochemicals, logistics, and mining and metals.
These findings are supported by an Allied Market
Research study. It names key A&D IIoT players such
as AeroVironment, AT&T, Elbit Systems, Freewave
Technologies, General Atomics Aeronautical Systems,
Honeywell International, Northrup Grunman, Prox
Dynamics, Radisys and Textron Systems. These
companies have adopted competitive strategies that
incorporate the IIoT.
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5.IIoT Brings Operations, Maintenance and
Engineering Gains
The Mindbowser survey named operations,
engineering, logistics, facility management, people
monitoring and training as primary areas that will
benefit from the IIoT. For example, the Industrial IoT
will improve operational efficiency, productivity and
the ability to support current and future operational
needs.
Similarly, logistics and the supply chain will
benefit from real time location systems, better
inventory management, and gain in traffic and fleet
management. Facility management, too, will deploy
environmental sensors to bring about improvements
in space optimization, energy monitoring
and management, security and safety.
6.The Rise of Analytics in Manufacturing
A key facet of the industrial IoT is the incorporation
of analytics. According to a report by research firm

Markets and Markets, the IoT analytics market size is
expected to grow from $7.19 billion in 2017 to $27.78
billion by 2022. This represents a CAGR of 31%.
The report names manufacturing-centric areas such
as energy management, predictive maintenance
& asset management, inventory management and
remote monitoring as those at the forefront of the
analytics implementation. By analyzing data in
real time from ERP, PLM, MES and other systems,
manufacturers expect to bring about digital
transformation, improve quality, raise efficiency,
reduce costs and gain competitive advantage.
7.IIoT Faciliates the Adoption of Digital Twins
Digital twins are virtual representations of real-world
equipment or systems. They are made possible by the
deployment of hundreds of sensors inside machinery
as well as IoT software and analytics. According to
Gartner, digital twins will be used in just about every
sector of manufacturing within the next couple of years.
Digital twins can significantly improve decision making

about enterprise assets. As they are linked to their
real-world counterparts, they provide a way to rapidly
simulate designs, upgrades and system changes.
Such systems are already heavily utilized in power
generation applications. They will soon be the norm in
aerospace and defence.

CHALLENGES FOR GROWTH
Before COVID-19, the A&D industry was poised for
growth despite economic downturns. Increase in
travel demand, development of new technologies, and
new (cyber) security threats were fuelling increase
in aircraft production, defense budgets and the need
for robust global supply chain. Airbus’s global market
forecast predicted that air traffic would grow at 4.5%
annually and more than 30,000 aircraft would be
required over the next 20 years. Due to the pandemic,
most predictions indicate that it will take 2 to 3 years
before we see the same levels of passengers and air
traffic in our skies. That said, aircraft manufacturers
and operators are always looking for ways to achieve
better fuel efficiency, less downtime and route
optimization.
If you consider that, under normal circumstances, a
grounded A380 Airbus costs, on average, upwards of
US$1.2 million per day, the time an aircraft spends on
the ground is a critical factor in the economy of flight.
With IoT sensors to monitor engine performance
from thousands of angles, maintenance times can
be reduced, and solutions implemented the moment
the craft hits the ground, making flight safer, more
predictable, and far less costly.
IoT can be applied to unscheduled aircraft
maintenance, sensory inputs, reliable and secure
communications, tail allocation, and cloud application
development services, thus enabling people on
the ground to make optimal decisions based on
real-time reporting, using devices such as satellite
communication, Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (ISR) and Global Positioning Systems
(GPS). IoT can improve maintenance and can reduce
ground time. Long-term maintenance contracts can
be offered at lower costs as immediate issues are
sent to land crew, reducing the time spent diagnosing
issues and getting the plane back in flight.

Facebook collects in one day, meaning that with more
modern aircraft and more sophisticated engines,
data will explode exponentially. Real-time data
transmission is another challenge. Even an aircraft
that uses an Ethernet-based network can only transmit
data at 12.5 MB/s. While this is much quicker than
traditional avionics systems, it is certainly far from
real-time. Once transmission speeds improve, we
could see an aircraft’s “black box,” for instance, being
relegated to being simply a backup device, with all
data transfers happening in real-time with necessary
ground station connections (or even the Cloud).
Projects focusing on Big Data, the IoT, and predictive
analytics are underway at a wealth of companies.
The current pandemic has already shifted the need
to deploy IoT solutions more extensively: for the time
being, in managing foot traffic through airports and
ensuring greater safety of passengers in flight. Though
growth may be slower than originally predicted
as a result of complications from COVID-19, the
opportunities that IoT offers remain. If one thing
has been proven in these uncertain times, it is that
technology is a powerful tool that helps us solve
problems and move forward, together. The world is
changing, but technology will allow us to evolve in
step – and maybe even one step ahead.

AUTHOR
PATRICK STRAUSS

Chief Digital Strategist
Having joined DXC Technology
in 2018, Patrick Strauss is now
the Chief Digital Strategist
within the Global Technology
Practice with more than 25 years’ experience in Digital
Transformation and Innovation solutions, focusing
on technology areas such as IoT (Internet of Things)/
Industry 4.0, Supply Chain, RFID/RTLS and Digital
Customer Experience with key applications comprising
Asset & Inventory Management, Smart Factory, Smart
Buildings, Autonomous Vehicles and Connected
Customers to name a few.

One of the key challenges is managing generated
data. One aircraft engine can produce more than
844 TB of data within 12 hours — that’s more data than
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TEST
DRIVING
The Rigardo
Presto Kit
“With the Rigado Presto Kit, you can
have an application live in Azure IoT
Central in a matter of minutes. Build
dashboards, create real-time alerts,
and run analytics reports using the
data from the sensors and gateway
included in your kit- no coding
required!”

You can procure additional sensors via Rigado,
which will pair the sensor to the Presto Kit
Gateway. Azure IoT Central is pre-configured for
the sensors so all you need to do is turn them
on. They will start reporting via the Gateway and
data starts appearing in Azure IoT Central. The kit
costs $750 and provides everything a user needs
to get started, including access to Azure IoT
Central and data feeds for twelve months, and 90
days of LTE access.

THE GATEWAY
To set up the Rigado Presto Kit:
1.

Unbox the equipment and plug in the Rigado
Gateway. Cellular can be used, but I connected
via my home network.

2.

Open the email from Rigado Support. Click to set
up the Gateway. The getting started screen will
show if the Gateway is online — mine took a few
minutes to pop up. Then, click on “next steps” to
go to IoT Central.

3.

Follow the instructions to link back into the Rigado
Provisioning tool to enable Rigado to send data to
IoT Central.

4.

Set up the devices — turn them on and make sure
they are near the hub to start out. It will take less
than a minute to see the device in IoT Central, but
between two and five to get a data feed.

The Gateway is based on ARM v7 Processor Architecture running Ubuntu Core 16.04. This is pre-configured and
cannot be configured via IoT Central. You can see how much available disk and memory there is, but you can’t
do anything with it. The Gateway can be configured for the frequency and speed which it uses to forward data
collected by Rigado, but this isn’t something that can be done at this time.

SETTING UP THE SENSORS
The configuration of the devices I’ve set up so far are:
Type

Address

Details of Placement

Hobo MX-100 – Temperature Sensor

e5fb53e051ed

Home office

Hobo MX-100 – Temperature Sensor

eee37f715c57

Upstairs

Minew E8 – Asset Tag

ac233fa2affc

Attached to the dog

RS40 Occupancy Sensor

adb354ba2894

Home office

Flic Sensor

80e4da76ab48

On the desk (home office)

Connecting the devices is relatively simple, though it can take a short while for data to show in Azure IoT Central.

HOBO MX-100 SENSORS
I placed one of the Hobo Sensors in my home office. I tried several locations for the second before I found good
access to data in an upstairs closet at 10-15 feet. The sensors tend to fall asleep after a period of time unless the
configuration setting on the device is adjusted through the Hobo App.
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Full deployment of Rigado would mean multiple gateways, each mapped to a zone that could indicate where an
asset tag was (in which zone) and approximately how far from the Gateway. BLE will never be completely accurate
in identifying location, but it should be possible to narrow down the location to room or possibly to an area within a
large room.

RS 40 OCCUPANCY SENSOR
The Occupancy Sensor is currently under my desk, and the data feed seems stable. With this specific data feed it is
best to go true or false on last known reading of occupancy state.

Study

Upstairs

The data shows that the temperature in the office rises over a period of time while the RSSI is relatively stable, since
the device is static on the desk. With the upstairs device, the temperature drops before raising again, but the RSSI
level is a larger negative figure, which indicates its distance is further from the gateway (a topic covered later).

MINEW E8 – ASSET TAG
FLIC BUTTON SENSOR
I placed an asset tag on the dog’s collar to see what happened. While my dog is in the office, I get good data feed.
However, as soon as the dog moves to the living room, which is twenty feet and two walls away, the data feed stops.
When the dog passes through the hallway into the kitchen, the signal starts transmitting again (see below).

The Flic button only transmits data when the button is pressed.

CALCULATING DISTANCE WITH RSSI
First, some base data is needed to be able to calculate distance. This is unique to each device.
The Basic Formula is:
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Measured power is a factory-calibrated constant
which indicates the expected RSSI at a distance of 1
meter. N is an environmental factor that can range
from 2-4; for example, in an empty space N might be
2, but walls will increase the interference.
Only one of the sensors has been mobile and the
rest have been static- there is fluctuation on the
RSSI reading for each of the sensors, and as a result,
distance will never be very accurate.
As a side note, the actual distances between the
devices in the office were 30 cm for the temperature
sensor and button, and 90 cm for the Location Sensor,
though that was also through a wooden desk. The
upstairs sensor cut through through plaster board and
floorboards. I’d estimate the distance to be about 300
cm, but that’s a guess.

select the data and the style of the visualization, from
heat maps to plain text.

ANALYTICS
As an experiment, I placed the Hobo Sensor on my
desk at a distance of one meter and over a period of
time, the variance of the RSSI was from -43 to -35.5,
so the average was -39.5. I then moved the sensor
to a distance of six meters, and using the same
calculation measured the RSSI over a period of time
to be -64 to -53. We can then tune the N value based
on measurements, which would suggest N should
be 3.25. I then moved the device to a distance of ten
meters and got an RSSI value of -71, which, using the
calculation, comes out at 9.7 meters.
Of course, this wasn’t a controlled environment
(hence the variability in the RSSI), but in the real world
the RSSI would be impacted due to variable factors.

DEVICE GROUPS

This tool allows the user to drill into a specific telemetry set and then view data gathered over a period of time,
either from a single or multiple sensors.

Each device is slotted by group, and a pre-configured
view of data for each device is shown.
Each device has its own dashboard of information.

RULES
Here, the user can enable actions based on
information received, such as selecting target devices
for the rule or conditions that will trigger an action,
which can be a mix of email, webhook or an Azure
Monitor. The following screenshot is an example when the button is pressed, I am alerted via email.

RIGADO IOT CENTRAL APP
With data now in the IoT Central App, what can we do
with it?
To be fair, the IoT Central App is limited. It’s designed
to work quickly and visualize data, not to function as a
complex event processing platform. The following is a
breakdown of its capabilities.

DASHBOARDS
The following dashboard shows each of my configured
devices and their data.
Graphics, text boxes and tiles for each sensor can be
added. There are a number of options for the tiles to
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DEVICE TEMPLATES

Identify a device and create a task — to set a property
for the cloud or device, or issue a command. Of
course, to issue a command, the device must be
enabled. With the Presto Kit, the only command
available is to reboot the Gateway.

With the Rigado Presto Kit, additional device types can
be added via the device templates. I haven’t yet tried.
Devices need to be enabled via Rigado if they connect
via the Gateway.
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DATA EXPORT
The Data export function allows for the set up of a
continuous stream of data from Azure IoT Central to
Azure Blob Storage, Event Hubs, Service Bus Queue or
Bus Topics. The Azure IoT Central Platform is a great
facility to get something up and working quickly, but
it’s limited in what it can do with the data. The data
export function allows the user to extend capabilities
outside of IoT Central into their own applications.

ADMINISTRATION
The administration function allows changes to be
made to the IoT Central Rigado Application, such as
adding users, roles, pricing tier, etc.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
Microsoft is constantly adding enhancements.
IoT Central and Rigado are making some of these
enhancements available via the Rigado IoT Central
Application. Indoor mapping will be available in the
near future – it’s in early release from Microsoft on IoT
Central and not available by standard.
Rigado is looking at options to enhance the ability to
configure devices from IoT Central so that there is no
need to contact them to make configuration changes.

the functions Microsoft supports on IoT Central. The
initial purpose of the Presto kit was aimed at Proof
of Concepts, though Rigado is looking at making it
more flexible as an entry point into a more scalable
solution.

Shine with LTS
Light up the IT universe and shine
your brilliant knowledge for all to see.

CONCLUSION
The Rigado Azure Presto Kit is quick and easy to set up
and augment, though limited with what can be done
in IoT Central. You can walk into an office and have a
demonstration going within a matter of minutes and
show the data being made available via dashboards.
That the Gateway can use LTE as well as Ethernet
makes this much easier.

Luxoft Technology Series is a program where you
can showcase your thought leadership skills through
influential hi-tech events and initiatives, including:
■■
■■
■■
■■

The platform can be extended with additional,
supported BLE-enabled sensors to enhance capability
and use cases.

Luxoft Technology Series Webinars
LoGeek Events
LoGeek Magazine
Luxoft Tech Talk Videos

The ability to export data allows the user to move
from using the device as a PoC into a more complex
application landscape. Rigado can also redirect the
data feed directly into Azure IoT Hub or into AWS IoT
to integrate directly into a user’s application, if their
needs outgrow the capabilities of Azure IoT Central.
Sure, an experienced user that is technical can
program, and understands Azure IoT and Gateways
can build something similar – but not within a matter
of minutes.

As with any closed system, functionality is limited
on what Rigado makes available, which is limited by

AUTHOR
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DRIVING BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

IN DIGITAL
SUPPLY CHAINS

Figure 1: Data availability inside and outside the “four walls” (British Telecom, 2015)

Within a supply chain context, companies typically
have a reasonably good handle on data and insights
within their own four walls. This is where Information
Technology (IT) systems such as an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP), Manufacturing Execution
Systems (MES) or Warehouse Management Systems
(WMS) come into play. However, more often than not,
those systems are siloed from each other. Within an
end-to-end supply chain context, organizations see
(and work with) approximately 20% of data that mainly
comes from those siloed IT systems inside their own
four walls (see Figure 1). This means that, outside
those four walls, 80% more data is available, but isn’t
being harnessed or used by companies in a consistent
and continuous way.

Having worked, lived and breathed technology and innovation within a supply chain
context for over 20 years now, one common key theme that I have come across in my
observations is the need to drive better customer experiences.
Today’s customers are incredibly savvy, changing their behaviors and attitudes literally
at a touch of a button in real-time. Modern technology and innovations have allowed
consumers to share thoughts and opinions about a company’s products or services
instantly through social media in seconds. Therefore, the data that can tell us more
about if one is driving a great customer experience or how one could improve it,
already exists in many different formats. The challenge is in harnessing it to provide
actionable insights.
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Figure 1 illustrates the opportunity for organizations
to find ways to complement their existing, internal IT
data with 80% external data, some of which relate to
how their customers think, feel and act about their
products and services. Harnessing those insights will
give significant understanding and information for
better product/service designs as well as increased
customer retention through loyalty activities.

DEFINING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Customer experience is how a customer perceives the
brand through all interactions, real and virtual, across
the customer life cycle. The two basic elements of
customer experience are perception and interaction
(Figure 2).

Customer’s Perception
Customer’s overall perception
about a brand can be the result of
a single or multiple interactions
with a brand while seeking
information or support at different
phases of the customer life cycle.

Interactions with Brand
Customer’s interaction with a
brand refers to the various touch
points like talking to customer
support agent on call, self-service
options or live chat, etc. across the
buyer’s journey.

Figure 2: Customer Perception and Interactions define Customer Experience
( Source: https://yellcreative.com/what-the-hell-is-cx/ , March 2019)
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ENSURING GOOD CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Customer experience is emerging as the key
differentiator and driver for growth and sustenance
across many industries. But what exactly is customer
experience and what makes a “great” customer
experience? There is no single, universal checklist to
follow to guarantee a good customer experience, but
there are several common principles:
• M
 ake listening to customers a top priority across
your business.
• U
 se customer feedback tools to develop an indepth understanding of your customers.

• R
 educe friction and solve your customers’
specific problems and unique challenges.
Customer Effort Score (CES)

Net Promoter Score (NPS)

• D
 evelop new propositions, use tools such as
design thinking to drive more customer-focused
outcomes and directions.
Bad customer experience comes in many shapes
and sizes, but a survey amongst 2000 customer
experience professionals in 2019 by Hotjar observed
a number of commonly-reported issues (Figure 4).
These results shouldn’t come as a surprise; however,
they are indicative of common frustrations that
customers experience in day-to-day processes with
retail and services organizations.

• I mplement a system to help you collect feedback,
analyze it, and act on it regularly.

CES measures the experience with a product or
service in terms of how ‘difficult’ or ‘easy’ it is for
your customers to complete an action.
CES surveys are usually sent out after an
interaction with customer service, with questions
such as ‘How easy was it to get your issue
resolved today?’ and a rating scale going from
‘1: very difficult’ to ‘7: very easy’. They also work
well after customers reach important milestones
in their journey (for example, after they sign up
for a free product trial or after they successfully
concluded a transaction).

NPS is a customer loyalty score that is derived
from asking customers a simple closed-ended
question: “On a scale from 0 to 10, how likely are
you to recommend this product/company to a
friend or colleague?”.
You can choose to adapt the question slightly to
better suit your business and use a follow-up NPS
question to get more insight, but the point of NPS
is to get a simple numerical score on a scale from
0 to 10 that represents customer experience.

What is the #1 frustration your customers have during their experience with your company?

Figure 3: Six Key Observations that Cause Bad Customer Experiences
( Source: https://www.hotjar.com/customer-experience/trends-and-stats)

Customer Satisfaction Score (CSAT)

Time to resolution (TTR)

CSAT surveys measure customers’ satisfaction
with the product or service they receive from you.
They can be expressed with a 5- or 7- point scale
(where 1: very unsatisfied and 7: very satisfied), or
through binary yes/no answers.

TTR is the average length of time it takes customer
service teams to resolve an issue or ticket after it’s
been opened by a customer. It can be measured
in days or business hours and is calculated by
adding up all times to resolution and dividing the
result by the number of cases solved.

Unlike the NPS, which asks customers to consider
their overall feeling towards the brand (and thus,
their likelihood of recommending it or not), CSAT
focuses on the customer’s attention on specific
touchpoints they were satisfied or dissatisfied
with.

In previous customer experience stats and trends,
one of the leading causes of customer frustration
is a long wait/response time. For that, TTR is a
crucial metric to track and improve: the shorter
your TTR, the higher the chances your customers
will not experience frustration when they reach
out for help.

HOW TO MEASURE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Table 1: Customer Experience Metrics Tools (Source: https://www.hotjar.com/customer-experience)
To measure and analyze your customer experience, you should identify your ideal customers whose experience
you want to analyze, then the key touchpoints in their (supply chain) journey, and finally, collect customer
feedback and insights.
By having a measurable indicator of customer experience, you can track it over time and use it to evaluate
the success or failure of changes you make (Table 1). On the next page are four top metrics used by customer
experience professionals to track customer experience over time (Source: https://www.hotjar.com/customerexperience).
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USE CASES

3. Casper - Use Chatbots to Your Advantage

Below are five examples of customer experience use
cases from brands that weren’t afraid to think outside
of the box.

A mattress company, Casper, created a free chatbot
for insomniacs. To use it, customers could text
“Insomnobot3000” and talk about whatever is on their
mind. Using their mobile number, Casper sent them
promotional offers and discounts. Casper pulled in
$100 million in sales within a year of launching the
chatbot.

1. Zappos - Build an Emotional Connection with
Customers
Businesses that use emotional connections
outperform their competitors by 85% in sales. A great
example comes from Zappos, the popular online shoe
store.
A customer was late returning a pair of shoes due to
a death in the family, so the Zappos customer service
team went out of their way to take care of the return
shipping and arranged a courier to pick up the shoes
at no cost. They also sent the customer a bouquet and
a note offering their condolences.
2. SuperValue – Engage Directly with Customers
Feargal Quinn, the founder and president of an Irish
food distributor, SuperValue, personally invites twelve
customers to join him in a round table discussion twice
a month. He asks them about service levels, pricing,
product quality, and even about upcoming advertising
promotions. Quinn uses the feedback to evaluate
store managers and to improve the company’s
strategic planning.

Upgrade Your Software
Architecture Skills!
Learn how to build complex
enterprise systems.

4. Nike – Personalization
AI provides the opportunity for customer-tailored
promotions and the most relevant message delivered
at the right time, to the customer’s preferred device.
Global giant Nike is a brand leader when it comes
to personalization. It made what can be a rather
impersonal nature of an online experience more
personal by offering customers the chance to design
their own shoes. In 2015, 100,000 personalized
animations were generated tailored to a specific
location, weather and movement data. Then came
Nike+, a membership app that provided users with
customized recommendations, guided workouts, and
tailor-made training.

In this training we cover the basic concepts of DDD (Domain
Driven Design) and related topics like OOP and OOD. We’ll
analyze Strategic (Bounded Contexts), Tactical tools and
examine several types of software architecture which can be
used with DDD.

5. KFC – Facial Recognition

Find out more at
https://www.luxoft-training.com/it-course/
domain-driven-design/

KFC has collaborated with “China’s Google,” Baidu, to
use facial recognition to predict what a customer will
order, based on the time of day, estimated age, gender
and even mood.

CONCLUSION
Getting customer experience right is a long term, continuous process that is the responsibility of everyone within
your business. If you genuinely care about your customers and listen carefully, they will reward this with repeated
loyalty and business, driving sustained growth for any business. This doesn’t always require huge expenditures.
Simply asking your customers what works and what doesn’t is a very small investment compared to the invaluable
data and insights one can gain through genuine discussions that will ultimately lead to better brand loyalty and
growth. Finally, applying technologies in the right way will drive better personalized offerings and can make your
brand stick. Customers want to know that you care, and they want personalized experiences.
AUTHOR
PATRICK STRAUSS

Having joined DXC Technology in 2018, Patrick Strauss is now the Chief Digital Strategist
within the Global Technology Practice with more than 25 years’ experience in Digital
Transformation and Innovation solutions, focusing on technology areas such as IoT (Internet
of Things)/Industry 4.0, Supply Chain, RFID/RTLS and Digital Customer Experience with key
applications comprising Asset & Inventory Management, Smart Factory, Smart Buildings,
Autonomous Vehicles and Connected Customers to name a few.
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IOT

ON WHEELS:
A BIG IMPACT
ON AUTOMOTIVE

“WE DON’T WANT TRADITION.
WE WANT TO LIVE IN THE PRESENT
AND THE ONLY HISTORY THAT IS
WORTH A TINKER’S DAM IS THE
HISTORY WE MAKE TODAY.”
IOT is a game changer in the new digitally dominated
world. Automotive is another hotbed of the latest
technologies and R&D investments that are making
waves across the globe. It is the one of the fastest
growing markets for IOT with investment estimates of
$740 billion by 2025. By the end of 2020, it is expected
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that 250 million cars would be connected (Gartner)
and that’s like >25% of total cars will be connected
and is going to grow drastic rate of 67% in 2 years as
per research forecast. The IOTOW is one of the most
promising trends in technology today.

In this article, we will explore this mega-hybrid domain
while examining its areas of impact, the threats and
challenges to full adoption, and we will also touch
on the myriad possibilities this opens up for the car
ecosystem and consumers alike. Overall, this is a
dominant force that the future economy will have to
reckon with.

MACRO TRENDS DRIVING IOTOW ONTO A
PATH LESS TRAVELLED
One of the most significant trends in automotive is
the shift in focus from products to services and user
experiences like shared mobility, in-car ecommerce,
predictive maintenance, remote diagnostics etc., all
paving the way to new monetization models powered
by IOT.
The ever-growing trend towards software and
technology adoption brings in companies like Apple,
Baidu, Google, Ali Baba, Amazon and Uber, all of which

are trying to capture a larger customer mindshare
in comparison to car OEMs. In this ecosystem,
partnerships and who you align and join with will
determine success and profitability.
Car wireless networks via Wi-Fi/4G/5G/BT/NFC/
DSRC are enabling what was once unthinkable in
areas like vehicle to vehicle communication, accident
prevention, smartphone projection and streaming,
smart personalized settings and entertainment,
smart home connectivity and remote control, realtime navigation updates, mood monitoring, smart
personalization, natural language processing (NLP),
smart personal assistants etc.
Telematics and connected mobility with asset tracking,
fleet management, theft prevention, driver behavior
monitoring, supply chain and predictable / robust
logistics and remote diagnostics, among others, are
now possible thanks to IOT.
FOTA updates do away with service center
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dependency and service costs and wait times.
A vehicle to infrastructure real-time/cloud connection
enables smart large-scale intelligence to reduce
accidents, control traffic lights, alert drivers about
accidents or blocks, automate toll collection, and
more.

TECHNOLOGIES THAT FUEL
THE IOT ON WHEELS
Advanced IoT technologies involve hardware, sensors,
connectivity units and loads of embedded and Cloud
software running sophisticated algorithms.
Big Data
With the advent of IOT on wheels, there is a mountain
of data collected by each connected car. This is a
treasure load of data that can be capitalized to draw
various data analytics insights about the car itself,
the current on-path scenarios, congestion and
accident zones, consumer preferences, and it can also
empower smart traffic management and the design of
safer roadways.
AI/Machine Learning
AI/ML is taking over the world in a big way. Automation
of algorithm development and refinement and rerefinements are now the new normal. Challenges
include managing huge tera-, peta- and even
exabytes of data spread across multiple geographies,
fueling the training of models for critical decision
making. A data infrastructure encompassing
distributed Cloud and data centers is enabled through
IOT. Predictive maintenance technology is closely
linked with machine learning algorithms.
C-V2V/V2X
V2V/V2X is one of the promising and predictably
reliable technologies that can resolve many issues
and contribute to safety, traffic efficiency and
energy savings. DSRC over WLAN is the underlying
technology for dedicated short-rang communications
between On-Board Units (OBUs) and Roadside Units
(RSUs). Many companies have tried and are still
building partnerships to get this into deployment.
Although there have been car launches with DSRC,
limiting factors have been the huge infrastructure
costs, legal issues and high levels of policy
implementation and business logic to cater to various
use cases in the ambit.
Differentiating use cases about these technologies
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enables use cases for platooning, emergency vehicle
warning, roadworks warnings, intersection movement
assistance, and more.
New avenues of monetization and ecommerce open
up as the car connects to the local infrastructure
directly or via the cloud.
Cellular technologies / 5G
With the advent of 5G, there will not be any need for
local storage for infotainment, as high speed video
streaming, gaming and navigation get enabled.
This base technology enables the others to derive
higher orders of intelligence and value to OEMs and
consumers.
IOT infrastructure along the highways
Intelligent wireless cameras and gateways help
provide accurate data for the car users and local
administrators for check for speeding, detect
accidents and automate proactive action to support
insurance claims.
Augmented reality
This breathtaking technology is going to revolutionize
the technical service industry. Technicians can not
only get insights from the system showing them
possible errors, but they can also get live support from
senior personnel operating remotely.
Simulations, testing and automation
This area has taken a position of paramount
importance as the industry moves towards
connectivity and semi/full autonomy. Testing plays
a central role in all phases of vehicle development.
Some new trends like virtual simulation of sensors
such as camera, radar and lidar are getting more
prevalent along with data from across continents.
Aspects of rigorous safety and cybersecurity reliability
will now need to be considered.

IOT ON WHEELS – THE BIG IMPACT
Connected mobility and telematics
This empowers efficient fleet monitoring and
management, optimal utilization of vehicles, optimized
maintenance and repairs, remote monitoring of driver
behavior, optimized fuel usage, detection of theft and
unwanted stops or paths, route optimization, etc.
Ecommerce and monetization models
After home and office, people spend most of their

time in cars, so they are a great place to offer
shopping deals and offers. New location-aware
models are being developed to utilize this time using
IOT, AI and Cloud-based technologies
Digital manufacturing / Factory 4.0
It is possible to detect theft using IOT infrastructure
with RFID tags in the factory environment.
It is now possible to capture user preferences, their
likes or dislikes of car features, unused features, any
glitches the car may be facing and incorporate these
as new design considerations for upcoming models.
3D printing and automation enables this via IOT in
rapid time.
This is a true innovation that delivers high-efficiency
mass-production enabled by IOT thanks to
technologies like cognitive automation and adaptive
robotics.
Smart infrastructure along highways and roads
Environmental sustainability can increase as a result
of smart street lighting that turns on only if there’s a
vehicle nearby. Also, roads could potentially be turned
into solar chargers for EVs, making travel seamless.
Smart parking assist can help users find free spots,
recharge or refueling stations, choice restaurants, and
shopping areas with offers catered to the user. This will
make life easy for consumers while opening up new
revenue streams for locals and OEMs.
IOTOW can help provide feedback to state and local
authorities to identify maintenance needs, accident
zones, traffic hot spots and take appropriate action.

breathing rhythm, drowsiness or distracted driving
detection that can enable real-time intervention to
avoid loss of life or limb.
Special safety protocols can be kicked in based on
driving behavior and traffic conditions.
Automotive preventative and predictive maintenance/
servicing / Servicing
IOT gateways inside the car access the vehicle vitals in
real time and predict and alert driver for preventive
maintenance. Cloud-based software analytics
platforms like Microsoft MCVP enable such intelligent
insights and guidance.
Similarly, an automotive technician can get live
support from AR and experts to resolve complex
issues in real time.
In-vehicle infotainment systems, navigation
Smartphone connectivity and projection models
as well as smart personalization based on car
users’ preferences and choices, are enabled via
secure profiles stored in the Cloud. Social media
streaming, utility apps like maps, parking assistants,
entertainment and gaming are all possible. New
avenues to sell paid content to consumers are
opening up.
Worldwide adoption of standards like NDS and IOT
enable live map updates and 3D/HD mapping from
vendors across the globe in real time.
Insurance impact:
Optimal and fair insurance fees can now be levied
based on car condition and driving behavior. New
models can be defined to encourage careful driving.

Vehicles could pay for fuel, tolls, insurance and
penalties via online payment methods.
ADAS/Autonomous Drive
With ADAS and Autonomous cars connected to the
infrastructure laced with IOT devices and beacons
exchanging info from vehicles using V2X/C-V2V
technologies can help minimize traffic congestion,
reroute around hazard areas, prevent accidents on
high speed superhighways, and more.
Safety and security
Systems like e-call box and car black boxes are actually
IOT on Wheels devices. Cars like the Tesla electric
truck can call 911 in case of emergencies on its own.
There are technologies like heartbeat monitoring,

THREATS AND CHALLENGES TO THE IOT
ON WHEELS
Like any emerging technology being adopted at a
rapid pace, there are threats and challenges that need
to be carefully considered and mitigated
Cyber security
IIn a landmark experiment, two hackers took control
of a Jeep Cherokee by exploiting its vulnerabilities.
They were able to control the steering wheel as
well as switch of the engine — and all of this was
done remotely. Recently, hacking and cybersecurity
breaches have been reported involving cars from
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STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Adoption of latest technologies
like AI/ML, 5G, C-V2X,
data infrastructure, Cloud
prevalence, etc.
Growing market for Car to Home
Voice and Speech based HMI are
well developed
Smart Apps for Smart Homes
and Cars

•
•
•

Security still an evolving problem
Interoperability
Data / connectivity not ubiquitous
Huge investments in R&D and
infrastructure needed
Complexity in designs
Handling unstructured data
Huge data management and
analytics compute power

W
S

O
T

PERSONALIZED
SMART MOBILITY SERVICES

SMART EDGE AND CLOUD
DATA COMPUTATION

SECURE ONBOARD
SYSTEMS

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Smart natural speech
services
Seamless mobile life
integration
Car sharing and fleet
management

TELEMATICS
•

•
•
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Next-gen telematics
platforms (smart edge,
5G, C-V2X)
Telematics application
development
V2X solution development

IoT & Edge Computing
Edge insights
Data analytics
Fleet management
Best of breed cloud
application & infrastructure

•
•

Secure end-to-end
solutions for driver and
privacy safety
Cloud security
SOTA solutions

THREATS

OPPORTUNITIES

•
•
•

•

Cyber security threats
Privacy
Stability of FOTA updates

•

•

Growing impact of IoT in cars and
commercial vehicles
Increase in adoption of the systems
in smart cities, agriculture and farm
vehicles, commercial fleets etc.
Huge data analytics

ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS
•

•
•
•
•

Complex end-to-end
diagnostics for vehicle
software
Service orientation & SOTA
Predictive diagnostics and
repair
Self-repair
SOTA solutions

premium brands that have the highest standards of
quality.
Most OEMs have enabled intrusion detection systems
that can identify any anomaly in expected behavior of
a subsystem or ECU. Some of these algorithms may be
hard to implement technically as well as from a cost
perspective, so some solutions could be operating in
security centers operation on a secure Cloud.

Privacy
With connectivity come concerns of keeping
consumer data private inside the car, the gateway
or the Cloud. It needs to be guarded both by secure
systems and by strict and clear privacy regulations.
Stability concerns with live OTA updates
Given the dynamic nature of software updates, it is
likely that there will be issues due to human coding
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INSTRUCT OTHERS IN THESE FIELDS/
TECHNOLOGIES:
error or any or interdependency. It is critical to
validate code changes rigorously before patches can
be broadcast.
Interoperability
One of the major challenges of IOT applies to
automotive. Much will depend on how OEMs and
ecosystem partners collaborate and form consortiums
for standardization
Connectivity
Certain geographies are devoid of proper connectivity
and special care has to be taken implementing offline
modes
Handling unstructured data
Unstructured data demands significant data
warehousing and investment in analytics.

• Java (Core, Spring),
Web (Angular, React)
• Big Data, Machine Learning,
Data Science
• DevOps, Docker, Kubernetes
• Software Architecture
(Cloud, DDD, Microservice)
• Software Testing Automation
• Business and Systems Analysis
• Automotive

Data is the new oil and it comes with myriad
opportunities. It is estimated that the market for car
data could get as high as $750 billion by 2030, as per
a McKinsey report.
So for automotive players, this is a new opportunity
to transform themselves into true IOT / digital
organizations opening up interaction with customers,
technology providers and partners throughout the
product / solution life cycle. Nevertheless, there is a
greater need for OEMs especially to own a greater
chunk of the in-vehicle software and brace for
software OTA feature roll outs and upgrades.

Benefits:
• Opportunity to earn extra
money
• Develop and improve your coaching skills
• Get promoted through our website and social
networks
• Free attendance to conferences, workshops
and events
• Prime access to trainings, partnership events,
digital libraries and other resources
• Work with a trusted brand

There are myriad opportunities for IOTOW, and
those that can adapt to the new digital environment
and capitalize on the latest technologies with by
differentiating ecosystem partnerships will take pole
position.

MYRIAD OPPORTUNITIES FOR INNOVATORS
AND SOLUTION PROVIDERS
Software is the new king. It is said that 80% of the
innovation in the automotive space that happens is
based on electronics. Most of it is software. There
are OEMs, tier-1s, design houses, IP providers and
a new class of contributors with niche skills and
competencies that are leading this revolution of
IOTOW.

Disclaimer: Research and Information sources include
Industry Standards collateral and publicly available
data.
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Contact information:

AUTHOR
MOHAMMAD FEROZ KAGITHALA

For more details, write to
LUXTrainers@luxoft.com
or visit our web page:
luxoft-training.com
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Mohammad Feroz Kagithala is passionate about technology and business development.
He has 19 years of industry experience in embedded software architecture, systems
design, establishing centers of competence, sales pipeline and technology team building.
At Luxoft, he is passionate about driving the Automotive LOB and building a pipeline of
business prospects, solution architecting and expanding customer footprint. He graduated
from the National Institute of Technology Karnataka with a focus in computer engineering
and has an MBA from IIM Bangalore.
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DATA AND
ANALYTICS
DRIVE THE
POST-COVID-19
WORLD

Data management and analytics in times of disruption, such as during the COVID-19
pandemic, are essential to managing both the current disruption and the move to a
“new normal.” In my first blog in this three-part series, I covered how enterprises need
data management simplicity and agility to maximize the benefits they can get from
their data. In this blog, I’ll focus on the need to double down on your data and analytics
during these turbulent times to be successful today and drive competitive advantage in
the future.
CHANGING TIMES REQUIRE CHANGING STRATEGIES
No matter where you live and work in the world,
you are impacted by these unprecedented and
challenging events. But it’s important to remember
that this pandemic will pass, and how you prepare now
will determine how well you thrive in the future.
While predictions vary from day to day, health experts
have indicated that they don’t expect the spread
of the virus to diminish at least until later this year.
Some economists are predicting that the economy
will have two bad quarters before it begins to recover.
But whatever the timeframe, one thing is sure: This
pandemic eventually will end.
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Now is the time to prepare for a post-COVID-19
world. You should anticipate that some of the societal
changes we are experiencing will remain permanent
or at least have a permanent impact on how we live
and work. For example, your customers today are
housebound and travel-wary. You need new ways to
reach and engage them, and this could mean moving
to contactless operations. It may also mean that
on-premises visits to service products will eventually
disappear or be replaced by remote services.
So, how do you prepare for this accelerated digital
future, or what I like to call, the “Next Normal?” With
data. You have more data than ever before — and you

have the ability to analyze and use that data in newand
effective ways.

checks and to identify and prevent compliance issues
associated with wearing masks and handwashing.

For example, data is publicly available about the
status of COVID-19 from country to country, region to
region and down to the local level. This data can be
correlated with supply chain information to identify
areas of risk and to forecast which regions will be
coming back quickly and which regions may warrant
a longer grace period. For financial institutions, data
can be used to minimize risk by analyzing the liquidity
position of client companies for a real-time cash
liquidity view. In the energy industry, companies can
implement remote monitoring of equipment with IoT
to deliver analytics for preventative and predictive
maintenance, eliminating the need to send employees
to remote locations.

In addition, our solutions can help with integrating
data with tools for a remote workforce, activating
software as a service and building remote work
capabilities into the tools themselves — all while
protecting sensitive data. We can also help you
prepare for a future that involves correlating more
data, such as health data from governments that
will need to be integrated with your organization’s
data, such as supply chain data for predictions and
forecasting demand.

Hitachi Vantara has the digital solutions and the
global experience to help you maneuver through
this phase and into the Next Normal. Recognizing
that future outbreaks of the virus are possible, we are
providing solutions that assist in containing, tracking
and preventing outbreaks. And we are using these
solutions at Hitachi. For example, we are preparing
to reopen facilities while protecting workers by using
our video analytics and 3D LiDAR thermal sensing to
ensure social distancing and perform temperature

DATAOPS IS THE PATH FORWARD
Having the latest information on DataOps and how
to use your data to answer the current challenges
will help your organization now and set you up with a
competitive advantage for the future. Hitachi Vantara
is hosting DataOps.NEXT virtual conference on May
14, 2020 to help you discover ways to solve your
complex data management issues across your entire
data lifecycle. This includes data onboarding and
preparation, governance and agility, analytics and
machine learning, and data fabric optimization. You’ll
have the opportunity to learn from over 30 industry
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experts as they share fresh and practical insights that
will help you grow your business.

■■ How to build DataOps solutions in virtual labs.
■■ 1:1 mentoring sessions with our experts.

Through our customers — your peers — you’ll learn
how to successfully tackle some of the most difficult
data management challenges today. Discover how to
apply DataOps to real-world data environments with
sessions covering:
■■ Recent DataOps successes by your peers.

We’ll start the conference with a keynote on what’s
happening in the industry and what it means for your
organization’s data and analytics and your strategies.
In this interactive environment, we’ll help you forge
a new way of interacting and sharing during a virtual
conference.

■■ Best practices for DataOps implementations.
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SANJAY CHIKARMANE

Sanjay Chikarmane leads the software products business within Hitachi Vantara’s Digital
Solutions organization. In this role, he is responsible for P&L of the Lumada DataOps
and Pentaho product portfolios and oversees the business across all functions.
Previously, Chikarmane was Hitachi Vantara’s senior vice president of product
management for IoT and analytics.
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